
Equity, Engagement, and Growth
Automatically Assign Extra Help Scaffolds 
Using performance data from completed student work, the system can now automatically assign Extra Help scaffolds for 
students who need them while also pushing students who are at grade level to read rigorous texts with fewer scaffolds. 
Teachers still have control of this option and can turn it on or off as needed. Available: Now

Supporting Younger Students 
Look for even more elementary and lower Lexile news and high-interest lessons throughout the year to support younger 
students and those who struggle with grade-level text. Available: Ongoing

Improved Accessibility for Students 
We continue to enhance the student experience for those who rely on accessibility features to learn and grow. Watch for 
updates as Actively Learn becomes highly compatible with the most common accessibility tools. Available: Ongoing

Instructional Integration
Powerful Alignments to McGraw Hill’s Inspire Science for Middle School 
Actively Learn has added new, curated content for middle school classes designed to complement the Inspire Science texts. 
Selecting the McGraw Hill Core Supplements option in Actively Learn Science provides standards-aligned science lessons 
linked to the Inspire Science chapters, plus Careers in Science lessons. These digital supplements are an amazing resource for 
additional instruction or extension activities. Available: Now

Powerful Alignments to McGraw Hill’s US History 
Actively Learn has added new, curated content aligned to McGraw Hill middle school and high school US History core text. 
Chapter resources are organized into categories, including engaging lessons to foster further inquiry as well as texts to support 
students at lower reading levels. Available: Now

Ongoing Improvements 
As new lessons are published every day, current lessons are being updated with new images and improved accessibility. We’re 
also adding even more diverse texts and summative performance tasks. Available: Now

BACK TO SCHOOL 2022
LOOK WHAT’S NEW!

McGraw Hill’s supplemental learning solutions are designed to support your core curricula 
and drive equity, engagement, and growth. For the 2022-23 school year, we’ll be introducing 
several powerful, new features for Actively Learn.
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Frictionless Integration
Improving the Gradebook Experience
Customer feedback has led us to simplify the grading process and enhance the teacher experience. Now, grades are based 
on the total points of the assignment, not just work completed so far. Also, grade and assignment completion data are now 
combined into a single view, and teachers can quickly change the point value of questions and make those values visible to 
students. Available: Now

Integration with McGraw Hill’s Open Learning 
Customers with Open Learning and Actively Learn can now use both products seamlessly! New and existing customers can 
now access Actively Learn from Open Learning, and all classes and rosters will be automatically transferred from Actively Learn 
into the Open Learning platform. Available: Now

For more information, visit activelylearn.com or call 800-838-8771.


